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Original Research 

Survival in COPD patients treated with bronchoscopic lung 
volume reduction 

Jorine E. Hartman a,b,*, Jorrit B.A. Welling a,b, Karin Klooster a,b, Orestes A. Carpaij a,b, 
Sonja W.S. Augustijn a,b, Dirk-Jan Slebos a,b 

a Department of Pulmonary Diseases, University of Groningen, University Medical Centre Groningen, Groningen, the Netherlands 
b Groningen Research Institute for Asthma and COPD, University of Groningen, University Medical Centre Groningen, Groningen, the Netherlands   
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A B S T R A C T   

Background and objective: Severe COPD patients can significantly benefit from bronchoscopic lung volume 
reduction (BLVR) treatments with coils or endobronchial valves. However, the potential impact of BLVR on 
survival is less understood. Therefore, our aim was to investigate the survival rate in patients who are evaluated 
for BLVR treatment and whether there is a difference in survival rate between patients who undergo BLVR 
treatment and patients who do not. 
Methods: We included patients with COPD who visited our hospital for a consultation evaluating their eligibility 
for BLVR treatment and who performed pulmonary function tests during this visit. Furthermore, vital status was 
verified. 
Results: In total 1471 patients were included (63% female, mean age 61 years). A total of 531 patients (35%) died 
during follow-up and the median survival time of the total population was 2694 days (95% confidence interval 
(CI) 2462–2926) which is approximately 7.4 years. The median survival time of patients who were treated with 
BLVR was significantly longer compared to patients who were not treated with BLVR (3133 days versus 2503 
days, p < 0.001), and BLVR was found to be an independent predictor of survival when adjusting for other 
survival-influencing factors such as age, gender or severity of disease. 
Conclusions: Our results suggest that bronchoscopically reducing lung volume in patients with severe hyperin-
flation may lead to a survival benefit for a population with a severely reduced life expectancy.   

1. Introduction 

Bronchoscopic lung volume reduction (BLVR) with lung volume 
reduction coils or endobronchial valves (EBV) have become guideline 
treatments [1]. Both treatments are aimed to reduce hyperinflated lung 
volumes in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and by 
doing that, these treatments have shown significant benefit for patients 
in terms of improved pulmonary function, lung volumes, exercise ca-
pacity and quality of life [2]. However, not a lot is known about the 
impact of BLVR treatments on patient survival. 

There are a handful of publications on survival after EBV treatment. 
First, in 19 EBV treated patients followed up to 10 year after treatment, 
it was shown that patients in whom lobar atelectasis was achieved after 
EBV treatment had a survival benefit compared to patients who did not 
[3,4]. This finding was confirmed in a larger cohort of 449 treated pa-
tients in whom successful lobar atelectasis was found to be associated 

with a survival benefit [5]. A fourth publication showed that the BODE 
index which is known as a predictor of survival improved after EBV 
treatment [6,7]. To our knowledge, there is only a single publication 
that has reported on long term survival after coil treatment, showing a 5 
year follow-up in 45 patients, of whom 51% were still alive [8]. 

The above mentioned studies that investigated survival after BLVR 
generally have had small sample sizes, or only compared responders of 
the treatment with non-responders based on Residual Volume (RV) 
reduction or presence of lobar atelectasis. None of these studies 
compared the potential beneficial effect on survival with patients who 
did not undergo a BLVR treatment. Furthermore, not much is reported 
on the general survival rate in this specific group of severe COPD pa-
tients. Therefore, our aim was to investigate the survival rate in patients 
who are evaluated for BLVR treatment and to see whether there is a 
difference in survival rate between patients who undergo BLVR treat-
ment and patients who do not. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Study population 

We included all patients with COPD who visited our hospital for a 
consultation evaluating their eligibility for BLVR treatment and who 
performed pulmonary function tests during this visit (spirometry and/or 
bodyplethysmography) between June 2006 and July 2019. Patients 
were referred to our hospital from physicians throughout the entire 
Netherlands. 

Four hundred and fifty two (452) patients in this study were also 
included in the analysis previously reported on 1500 patients by Welling 
et al. [9]. However, for the current study we included patients who 
visited our hospital and only included measurements performed in our 
hospital and not from the referring hospital as was previously done by 
Welling et al. [9]. 

2.2. Study measurements 

Vital status was verified with the Dutch government personal records 
database on April 3, 2021. During the consultation visit to our hospital, 
patients performed various measurements. Since August 2014, the 
number of tests extended and patients were asked to perform some 
additional tests and questionnaires for research purpose (COPD pheno-
types study, clinical trials register: NCT04023409). The following 
measurements were performed: post-bronchodilator spirometry and 
bodyplethysmography according to the European Respiratory Society 
and/or American Thoracic Society guidelines [10,11], diffusion capac-
ity, bioelectrical impedance analysis and chest computed tomography 
(CT)-scan. Quantitative CT analysis was performed using LungQ soft-
ware (Thirona, Nijmegen, The Netherlands). The questionnaires 
included the St. Georges Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ), COPD 
assessment Test (CAT) [12,13] and a self-administered questionnaire 
about the presence of comorbidities. For all patients, we verified in their 
medical chart whether they were treated with BLVR using coils or EBVs. 
This research did not fall within the scope of the WMO (Medical 
Research involving human subjects act) but the COPD phenotypes study 
was approved by the medical ethical committee of our hospital and all 
patients gave written informed consent. 

2.3. Statistical analyses 

Differences between groups were tested with an independent sample 
T-test (in case of normal distributed data), Mann-Whitney U Test (non- 
normal distributed data) or a Chi-square test (categorical variables). 
Kaplan-Meier analyses were performed for survival analyses. Survival 
time was calculated from the date of the consultation visit to our hospital 
until date of death or the date of the verification with the Dutch gov-
ernment (April 2021). A log-rank test was performed to test whether 
there was a difference in survival between patients who underwent 
BLVR and who did not. Cox proportional-Hazards regression analyses 
were performed to investigate whether other factors univariately 
influenced survival and whether undergoing BLVR was an independent 
predictor of survival when adjusting for the other factors that influenced 
survival. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statis-
tics version 23 (IBM, New York, NY, USA) and p-values below 0.05 were 
considered statistically significant. 

3. Results 

3.1. Study population 

A total of 1471 patients were included. For all patients the vital 
status could be verified. Patient demographics and clinical characteris-
tics are shown in Table 1. Patients were predominantly female (63%), 
mean age of 61 years, 40 packyear smoking history, low FEV1 (30%), 

hyperinflation with RV, 221% predicted, emphysema destruction score 
of 36.8% (− 950 Hounsfield Units (HU)), and SGRQ total score of 59 
units. 

In total 483 patients (33%) underwent a BLVR treatment (73% with 

Table 1 
Patient characteristics of total group and differences between BLVR and non- 
BLVR groups.   

Total 
group (n =
1471) 

n 
(valid) 

BLVR 
group (n 
= 483) 

non-BLVR 
group (n 
= 988) 

p-value 

Gender, male (%) 542 (37%) 1471 155 
(32.1%) 

387 
(39.2%) 

0.008§

Alpha-1 <0.9 g/L, 
number (%) 

66 (8.3%) 800 18 (8.3%) 48 (8.2%) 1.00§

Age, years 61.0 ± 7.7 1471 60.1 ±
7.9 

61.4 ±
7.6 

0.004 

Packyears, years 40 ± 19 1347 39 ± 18 40 ± 19 0.179 
Exacerbations 

previous year, 
number 

2.0 (0–15) 951 1 (0–12) 2 (0–15) <0.001¶ 

Hospitalizations 
for an COPD 
exacerbation, 
number 

0 (0–11) 743 0 (0–5) 0 (0–11) 0.068¶ 

FEV1, % of 
predicted 

30.3 ±
10.3 

1470 27.2 ±
7.9 

31.8 ±
10.9 

<0.001 

RV, % of predicted 221.2 ±
47.5 

1433 236.8 ±
41.7 

213.4 ±
48.4 

<0.001 

RV/TLC, % 60.9 ± 8.7 1433 63.4 ±
7.3 

59.6 ±
9.1 

<0.001 

DLCO, mmol/ 
minakPa 

2.54 
(1.01–7.9) 

588 2.57 
(1.1–7.4) 

2.52 
(1.0–7.9) 

0.162¶ 

PaCO2, kPa 5.36 ±
0.78 

1273 5.34 ±
0.75 

5.37 ±
0.79 

0.568 

PaO2, kPa 9.04 ±
1.26 

1271 9.20 ±
1.22 

8.95 ±
1.27 

0.001 

BMI, kg/m2 24.2 ± 4.2 1471 23.8 ±
3.8 

24.4 ±
4.4 

0.010 

Fat free mass, 
index COPD 

15.6 ± 2.0 878 15.4 ±
1.8 

15.7 ±
2.0 

0.036 

SGRQ, total score 58.9 ±
13.5 

980 57.8 ±
12.7 

59.2 ±
13.8 

0.125 

CAT, total score 22.4 ± 6.0 966 21.8 ±
5.6 

22.6 ±
6.1 

0.049 

Emphysema score, 
% 

36.8 ± 8.5 934 39.3 ±
7.7 

35.6 ±
8.6 

<0.001 

Air trapping score, 
% 

68.3 ± 8.9 553 71.8 ±
6.5 

66.5 ±
9.4 

<0.001 

Pi10,mm 2.65 ±
0.31 

933 2.63 ±
0.28 

2.66 ±
0.32 

0.222 

Comorbidity7a, 
yes (%) 

614 (60%) 1019 184 
(63.2%) 

430 
(59.1%) 

0.229§

Comorbidity3b, 
yes (%) 

219 (22%) 1019 79 
(27.1%) 

140 
(19.2%) 

0.007§

Treated with 
BLVR, number 
(%) 

483 (33%) 1471 NA NA  

EBV/Coil, number 353/130     

Data are presented as number (%), mean ± standard deviation or median 
(range). Differences between groups were tested by an independent samples T- 
test, Mann-Whitney Test¶ or Chi-square test§. Significant values (p < 0.05) are 
depicted in bold. 
N=Number, BLVR = bronchoscopic lung volume reduction, FEV1 = forced 
expiratory volume in 1 s, RV = residual volume, TLC = total lung capacity, 
DLCO = diffusion capacity for carbon monoxide, PaCO2 = partial pressure of 
carbon dioxide, PaO2 = partial pressure of oxygen, BMI = body mass index, 
COPD= Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, SGRQ= St. Georges respiratory 
questionnaire, CAT= COPD assessment test, Pi10 = measure of airway wall 
thickness, mm = millimeter, EBV = endobronchial valves. 

a Yes, when a patient has one or more of the following 7 comorbidities: cancer, 
diabetes mellitus, myocardial infarction, a percutaneous coronary intervention, 
heart failure, hypertension, loss of neurological function or stroke. 

b Yes, when a patient has one or more of the following 3 comorbidities: 
myocardial infarction, a percutaneous coronary intervention or stroke. 
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EBV and 27% with coils). Table 1 also shows the differences between 
patients who were and who were not treated with BLVR. Patients in the 
BLVR group had significantly less COPD exacerbations, worse pulmo-
nary function (lower forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) and higher 
RV), higher PaO2, lower body mass index (BMI), and more emphysema 
and air trapping measured on CT-scan compared to patients who were 
not treated. Furthermore, the BLVR group had a higher percentage of 
females, were slightly younger and had more often one of the following 
three comorbid events in their medical history: myocardial infarction, a 
percutaneous coronary intervention, or stroke. 

3.2. Survival and death 

The minimum follow-up duration between the date of the consulta-
tion in our hospital and the vital status verification with the Dutch 
government was 633 days and the maximum 5401 days. In total 531 
patients (35%) died during follow-up with a median time to death of 
1077 days (range 2–4185) after the consultation. The median survival 
time of the total population was 2694 days (95% confidence interval (CI) 
2462–2926) which is approximately 7.4 years (Fig. S1 online 
supplement). 

3.3. BLVR and other factors influencing survival 

In the BLVR group 165 patients (34%) died during follow-up. The 
median survival time of patients who were treated with BLVR was 
significantly longer compared to patients who were not treated with 
BLVR (3133 days (95%CI 2777–3489) versus 2503 days (95%CI 
2281–2725), p < 0.001) (Fig. 1). There was no significant difference in 
median survival time between the patients who received coils or EBVs 
(3171 days versus 3133 days, respectively); See online supplement 
Figs. S2 and S3). 

To determine whether BLVR treatment was an independent predictor 
of survival in this group we first assessed which other factors influenced 
survival. The other factors that significantly negatively influenced sur-
vival were male gender, higher age, higher number of packyears, higher 
number of hospitalizations for a COPD exacerbation, lower FEV1, higher 
RV or RV/Total Lung Capacity(TLC)-ratio, lower DLCO, higher PaCO2, 

lower PaO2, lower BMI, lean weight or fat free mass index, higher per-
centage of emphysema, air trapping score or airway wall thickness 
measured on CT-scan and one of the following 3 comorbid events in the 
medical history: myocardial infarction, a percutaneous coronary inter-
vention or stroke (Table 2). 

It was not possible to include all the survival-influencing factors in 
one regression-model because not all patients performed all tests; 
consequently only a low number of patients would be included in this 
kind of model. Nevertheless, we included as many different factors as 
possible with the highest number of cases included. When adjusting for 
gender, age, packyears, FEV1, RV/TLC, BMI, PaCO2, PaO2, emphysema 
destruction score, airway wall thickness and the presence of myocardial 
infarction, a percutaneous coronary intervention or stroke in medical 
history, not undergoing the BLVR treatment was an independent pre-
dictor of mortality (Hazard Ratio: 2.016 (95%CI: 1.455–2.793, p <
0.001) (Table 3). 

4. Discussion 

Our results showed that the median survival time for patients who 
are considered for BLVR treatment was approximately 7.4 years. 
Furthermore, the median survival time was significantly longer for pa-
tients treated with BLVR compared to patients who were not. The dif-
ference between these groups was 630 days, which is approximately 1.7 
years. Furthermore, undergoing BLVR treatment was an independent 
predictor of survival when adjusted for other survival-influencing fac-
tors like age, gender, or disease severity. 

Patients treated with BLVR had a median survival time of 3133 days 
(approximately 8.6 years) compared to 2503 days (approximately 6.9 
years) for the non-treated group. The patient population included in this 
analysis is a highly selected population because all patients were 
referred to our institution for BLVR and invited for a consultation. 
Therefore, it is difficult to make a direct comparison to other severe 
COPD populations. The most comparable population is the NETT trial 
population, which consisted of patients who were eligible for lung vol-
ume reduction surgery (LVRS). In this group, the median survival time 
was approximately 6 years for the LVRS-group and approximately 5 
years for the medical care control group (not receiving LVRS) [14]. 

Fig. 1. Kaplan-Meier plot of survival of patients who underwent BLVR treatment and who did not. BLVR: patients who underwent a bronchoscopic lung volume 
reduction treatment. Non-BLVR: patients who did not undergo a bronchoscopic lung volume reduction treatment. 95%CI: 95% confidence interval. 
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Furthermore, in large general cohorts of patients with (very) severe 
COPD the median survival time ranged between approximately 2.3 to 
5.2 years for men, and between approximately 3.2 and > 8 years for 
women [15,16]. The median survival time in COPD patients after lung 
transplantation was found to be 6.3 and 9 years [17,18]. 

Our study differs from previously reported survival studies on BLVR 
in that we compared patients who underwent BLVR with patients who 

did not. The only other paper that compared patient selected for BLVR 
and not selected for BLVR is also from our hospital, and included some of 
the same patients [9]. However, it was limited to patients evaluated till 
2014 and incorporated data of patient who were referred to but did not 
visit our hospital. We included all treated patients, regardless of whether 
they were responders or non-responders to the treatment and therefore 
the difference in survival when excluding the non-treatment-responders 
in our population could have been even larger. Even when considering 
that in the other studies, the responders based on the presence of a 
complete lobar atelectasis, consisted only of 26–45% of the total patients 
treated in those studies [3–5,8]. A pitfall of our study is that the 
non-treated group were not eligible for treatment (except for the small 
group that declined BLVR treatment themselves) which could have been 
reasons impacting survival. On the other hand, the group that was 
treated with BLVR had a significantly worse COPD functional disease 
status, as well as a higher degree of co-morbidity, which would probably 
negatively influence survival. Only the number of COPD exacerbations 
was higher in the non-BLVR group, which is known as a predictor of 
mortality. Furthermore, it would not have been ethical to withhold a 
known effective treatment from a group eligible for treatment for a long 
period to evaluate survival or other outcomes. The NETT trial, investi-
gating LVRS, did include a control group for a long term follow up. After 
a median of 4.3 years they found that the mortality rate was significantly 
higher in the control group compared to the LVRS group, despite the 
increased early mortality secondary to the surgery [14]. These data from 
NETT also indicate that lung volume reduction positively influences 
survival in these patients. 

Our results showed that BLVR treatment was an independent pre-
dictor of survival. The other independent predictors of survival were 
lower age, female gender, less hyperinflation or emphysema severity, 
higher BMI, higher PaO2 and less bronchial wall thickness measured on 
CT-scan. Of which most are known from literature [15,19–22]. We did 
not find a difference in median survival time between the two different 
BLVR techniques: coils or EBV treatment. 

Besides the selected population and potential selection bias in our 
control group which included patients who were not eligible for BLVR, 
another limitation of our study is that the causes of death and also other 
medical events or treatments during the follow up period were un-
known. This additional information could have provided a more in- 
depth analysis of mortality in this specific patient group. However, 
strengths of our study are the large sample size population for whom the 
vital status could be verified, and the targeted patient population with 
extended demographics and the long-term follow up. 

In conclusion, our results together with the existing literature on 
both bronchoscopic and surgical lung volume reduction treatments 
show that reducing lung volume in patients with COPD and severe hy-
perinflation and reduced life expectancy may lead to a survival benefit. 
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Summary at a glance 

Bronchoscopically reducing lung volume in patients with severe 
hyperinflation can lead to a survival benefit for a population with a 
severely reduced life expectancy. 
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capacity, DLCO = diffusion capacity for carbon monoxide, PaCO2 = partial 
pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2 = partial pressure of oxygen, BMI = body mass 
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respiratory questionnaire, CAT= COPD assessment test, Pi10 = measure of 
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b Yes, when a patient has one or more of the following 3 comorbidities: 
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EBV = endobronchial valves, FEV1 = forced expiratory volume in 1 s, RV =
residual volume, TLC = total lung capacity, BMI = body mass index, PaCO2 =

partial pressure of carbon dioxide, PaO2 = partial pressure of oxygen, Pi10 =
measure of airway wall thickness, mm = millimeter **Yes, when a patient has 
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